Seeds of STEM: A Problem-based STEM Curriculum for PK- K Classrooms

- **Target Audience:** Preschool – Kindergarten teachers and administrators
- **Dates:** October 15-16 + 2 additional Days TBD
- **Time:** 10 am – 2:30 pm ET
  *Including daily breaks for lunch & stretch breaks*
- **Format:** Fully online via Zoom
- **Registration Fee:**
  - $240 with electronic version of the curriculum*
  - $360 with a classroom kit (including curriculum binder, printed color images, and Panda, to be mailed to participants prior to the PD)*
- **PDPs/CEUs:** 16/1.6

**Description:** Seeds of STEM is a research-based, full year, NGSS based curriculum, which was tested in more than 40 classrooms with great results. This online interactive PD will introduce preschool & kindergarten educators to the problem-solving process and to all 8 units of the curriculum.

* The PD registration includes access to the electronic version of the Seeds of STEM curriculum and support materials (146 printable images, and video library of short classroom clips). Participants have the option to purchase a classroom kit that includes a binder with the printed Seeds of STEM booklets, a box with printed (not laminated) 146 color images, and Problem Panda.

Visit our [website](#) to REGISTER.

E-mail Mia Dubosarsky at [mdubosarsky@wpi.edu](mailto:mdubosarsky@wpi.edu) for more information.